FILL N’ FINISH
Use with Non Blushing GluDry for super fast and clear finish and repair work.
For flexible top coats, on the spot drop fills, and effective repair of dings and dents:
1. Prepare area as you normally would
2. Apply Fill n’ Finish Thin
3. Spray with Non Blushing GluDry
4. Use Fill n’ Finish Pro Formula to fill deeper dings if needed.
5. Spray with Non Blushing GluDry
6. Wait (See Note drying time information)
7. Light polish using micro mesh and or a polishing compound if desired.
8. Fill n’ Finish Thin can be used for your final top coat if desired.

FILL N’ FINISH
Handle your drop fills quickly and easily with these simple instructions:
1. Clean fill area
2. Spray drop area with Non Blushing GluDry
3. Add some Fill n’ Finish Thin at the bottom of the fill area
4. Lightly spray Non Blushing GluDry in short sprays from 8” away and wait at least a couple of minutes before proceeding
5. Add a small amount of Fill n’ Finish Pro Formula
6. Spray Non Blushing GluDry and wait a couple of minutes before proceeding. (See Note for drying time information)
7. Continue steps 6 and 5 until near level. Fill n’ Finish Thin can be used for your final top coat if desired.

FILL N’ FINISH BLACK
Finally! Black! Our Fill n’ Finish Black enjoys the same great flexibility and resilience that all Fill n’ Finish formulas enjoy. Use just like Fill n’ Finish Pro Formula!

FILL N’ FINISH BEST USE TIPS
1. DO NOT REFRIGERATE OPEN BOTTLES. Doing so will create condensation that will accelerate product curing inside the bottle.
2. Remember to never touch the tip of Fill n’ Finish to any area already sprayed with Non Blushing GluDry.
3. Whip tips and extender tips are available, and are to be used to adjust flow and specificity.

FILL N’ FINISH FOR WOOD TURNING
JUST 5 COATS!!!
1. Prepare wood sanding to around 600 grit
2. Add Fill n’ Finish Pro Formula using a shop towel or rag.
3. Spray Non Blushing GluDry
4. Repeat Step 2 and 3
5. Apply Fill n’ Finish Thin
6. Spray Non Blushing GluDry
7. Repeat Step 5 and 6
8. Add more coats of Fill n’ Finish Thin “if desired”
9. Use 0000 Steel wool over area to smooth
10. Micromesh Wet
11. PolishBuff

PINPOINT EXTENDER KIT
Now, no repair area is impossible to reach with our GluBoost Pinpoint + Extender Kit! Specifically designed for use with Non Blushing GluDry.
1. Important: Face the orifice of the GluDry button away from you.
2. Remove existing GluDry Button using a screwdriver from the bottom of the button
3. Turn Black PinPoint Button upside down on table facing away from you.
4. Place stem in GluDry can squarely into receptor hole in the center of the black Pin Point button.
5. Tamp the bottom of the GluDry can with one hand.
6. Install Red Tube into the orifice in the Black button.

NON BLUSHING GLUDRY
No bubbling, pitting, hazing or yellowing — ever! Far less dust and sanding and ultra clear results!
For Build Ups using CA Adhesives Only
1. Apply your favorite glue
2. Spray Non Blushing GluDry from 30-12” away from area GluDry will bond glue instantly.
3. Apply another layer of your favorite glue
4. Repeat steps 3 and 4 until your fill is just how you want it
For Attaching Parts Together
1. Apply your favorite glue to one of your parts
2. Spray the other part with Non Blushing GluDry
3. Put the parts together and wait
Tip: Always wipe residual GluDry off between coats before reapplying layers of MasterGlue or Fill n’ Finish!

Note: Red Tube can be cut to desired length if needed.
IMPORTANT: Always face the orifice of the button away from your direction before removing or installing!
MASTERTINT
1. Place some MasterGlu or Fill n’ Finish onto your GluBoost Mixing Palette.
2. Add your desired MasterTint color(s) one at a time as needed to mix and match to your finish.
3. Always break up clumps as you go along mixing the color(s).tim
4. Apply the mixed product to the work area.
5. Spray with Non Blushing GluDry. Repeat steps 3 and 4 to build up.
6. Add clear product as your top coat. Spray with Non Blushing GluDry and work the finish to the desired sheen.

Note: If the product thickens, simply add more MasterGlu or Fill n’ Finish and continue to mix until ready to apply. MasterTint is concentrated, and adding too much can affect drying. Multiple sprays of GluBoost may be needed for complete drying.

When using white additive with another color, always add the color first to your glue or finisher, then add the white to tone.

USING WHITE ALONE
1. In a Mix Cup, add the white to a small amount of acetone and mix until the acetone dissolves.
2. Add the residual white powder to the MasterGlu or Fill n’ Finish.

Alternative Method:
Place some MasterTint or Fill n’ Finish on your GluBoost Mixing Palette. Using a GluBoost Spatula, add the white to a small amount of acetone to get to the desired opacity. Add this mixture to your MasterGlu or Fill n’ Finish. If the product begins to thicken, just add more MasterGlu or Fill n’ Finish.

MASTERTINT BEST USE TIPS
MasterTint mixes into GluBoost adhesives and finishes much more effectively in low humidity conditions. 45% humidity or less is best to prevent any clumping. Be sure to crush any powder tint that may have clumped/coagulated before adding it to the adhesive or finish.

HINT: Complete drop fills with clear Fill n’ Finish over the color matched product before sanding or polishing!

MASTERGLU THIN/ULTRA THIN
1. Prepare surface
2. Apply MasterGlu Thin/Ultra Thin
3. Spray with Non Blushing GluDry
4. Repeat application if needed

Note: Never touch the tip of MasterGlu Thin/ Ultra Thin to any area already sprayed with GluBoost.

For Attaching Parts Together
1. Apply MasterGlu Thin/ Ultra Thin to one of your parts
2. Spray the other part with Non Blushing GluDry
3. Put the parts together and voila

MASTERSHIELD™ NON SANDABLE PERIMETER SAFEGUARD
Can’t Sand This! MasterShield is a revolution in woodworking technology. Simply mark your area off with MasterShield and sand away! MasterShield will protect and safeguard the covered area from all types of sanding grits so you can work freely without fear of damage to the surrounding areas. Also, MasterShield is reusable and repositionable, and with clean removability! Never Fear ‘The Grit Again!

ENDPOINT MARK AND MASK SYSTEM
For Straight Line Work
1. Firmly apply Endpoint Perimeter Tape to create a good seal with substrate.
2. Reposition as needed
3. Perform work
4. Remove when done

Note: Press down firmly along the tape so it completely flush before working.

For Curved Line Work
1. Use the Perimeter Markers and mask off any shape you require.
2. Apply adhesive (note: Adhesive will not run past the marked off area)
3. Spray with Non Blushing GluDry
4. Repeat adhesive and GluDry if needed
5. Wipe residual marked area clean with shop towel.

MASTERTINT BEST USE TIPS
MasterGlu mixes into GluBoost adhesives and finishes much more effectively in low humidity conditions. 45% humidity or less is best to prevent any clumping. Be sure to crush any powder tint that may have clumped/coagulated before adding it to the adhesive or finish.

HINT: Complete drop fills with clear Fill n’ Finish over the color matched product before sanding or polishing!
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